Evaluation of a parallel hole grid for bedside chest imaging.
The application of a new parallel hole grid designed for bedside radiography is investigated. This grid is constructed of sheets of holes and is designed to have more tolerance to positioning errors than conventional grids. The parallel hole grid is compared to conventional 6:1 and 12:1 grids using phantoms. The contrast improvement, scatter fractions, exposure, and tolerance to positioning errors are measured. The parallel hole grid has much more tolerance to positioning errors than conventional grids. The contrast improvement and scatter rejection are significantly less than those obtained with a conventional 6:1 ratio grid. Compared with nongrid techniques, the parallel hole grid provides 13% to 20% higher lung contrast. The parallel hole grid may be used for bedside imaging without the need for accurate alignment. The parallel hole grid requires approximately 2.7 times the entrance exposure of a nongrid technique. Lung contrast improvement is approximately half of that from an accurately aligned 6:1 conventional grid. For grid angulation greater than 8 degrees, the parallel hole grid provides higher contrast than the 6:1 grid.